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Abstract
Communication plays an important role for any individual during interactions and people generally
communicate using different languages. But challenged people with hearing and speaking disabilities
may not be able to communicate like normal people. Such people communicate using sign language.
There have been many resources accessible to make an interpretation of or to recognize gestures and
convert them to text format, but there is a shortage of systems that are developed to convert these
text messages to signs or gestures. This is mainly due to lack of resources and collection related to
sign language. The main aim of our project is to create a system which will be able to translate the
English text by using Indian grammar rules through a parsing module. The Indian language doesn’t
support word inflections, so we eliminate the stop words from the re-ordered text. Then, the words
are compared with those in the dictionary and match to the videos representing these words. If the
word was not found in the dictionary, it will be replaced by its corresponding synonym
Keywords Sign language, Natural Language Processing, JavaScript web speech API, Speech
Recognition
1 Introduction
Ordinary people have difficulty communicating with a person with a hearing or speech impairment.
To assist in a conversation between a normal and hearing impaired person, we use speech to have the
translator sign. This makes interaction less complex and faster for everyday humans to present their
ideas to hearing impaired humans. Translator converts text content into sign language using natural
language processing algorithms. Accordingly, this system is used to overcome the challenges faced
by normal human beings to communicate with hearing impaired humans and it is an ear for the
hearing impaired. The model has systematic 4-step operations. Capture audio with PyAudio, convert
audio to text with JavyaScript web Speech to Text API (using text tokenization and NLP concepts
for text processing), and convert text to visual character word library (video dataset signing
language), merge matching videos according to the order of processed text and display to hearing
impaired.hardware and software.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW
In the article "Sign Language to Voice Translation ", K Gunasekaran modeled a system consisting of
four modules: a sensor unit, a processing unit, a voice storage unit, and a wireless communication
unit. This system is implemented by, which integrates the flow sensor and APR9600 with
PIC16F877A. Users wear gloves with a flexible sensor that responds to hand movements. It provides
the input to the microcontroller with the appropriate circuit response. Therefore, the microcontroller
plays the audio recorded using the APR9600.
Oi Mean Foong introduced in the article "Voice-to-Sign Language Translation System for
the Hearing Impaired in Malaysia," this project used template-based
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recognition to convert voice to sign language. The V2S system was first trained using a voice pattern
based on a common spectral parameter set. The database is used to store the spectral parameters as a
template. Speech recognition is performed by comparing the input parameter set to the template
stored in the database at and finally displaying the sign language in video,
P Vijayalakshmi gave a lecture entitled "Sign Language to Speech Conversion". In this task, we will
develop a gesture recognition system that uses a flex sensor. The system recognizes the English
alphabet and some words. The system was trained with 8 gestures and the experiment was run 10
times with an average recognition rate of 87.5%.
3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 OVERVIEW
This approach starts by capturing the input voice and converts it to text using the JavaScript web
speech API. The resulting text is free text, so it consists of infected parts that will be removed in the
next stage using the concept of natural language processing. Then, for each word / character in the
processed text,use the visual sign word library to perform a mapping operation on the to successfully
retrieve the matching video. These videos are then linked to form a single video that renders all the
sign language text on the final display, as shown in in Figure .

Fig: Flow Chart
3.2 SPEECH RECOGNITION
The microphone is used to record audio or speech and is taken as input to the system. The Packages
in Python, PyAudio, On various platforms we use this to record audio. The JavaScript Web Speech
Recognizer API is used to convert this recorded audio to text format. This API uses neural network
models to convert audio format to text format. We also use JavaScript web Speech Recognizer to
translate input audio into text format. In the case of large files of audio, the audio is divided into
smaller parts. This break is done based on the occurrence of silence. Parts of these audio files are
sent to JavaScript web Speech Recognizer, which converts them into text files.
3.3 SPEECH TO TEXT CONVERSION
Speech recognition is an interdisciplinary field that uses statistical modelling to specify natural
language from a computer perspective. Speech recognition involves converting the above words into
meaningful text. This involves recording a human voice and using a speech recognition algorithm to
map it to exactly the word the speaker said. This process requires training the model to recognize
human voice and spoken words using a pre-stored vocabulary of words and their mapped spoken
versions. In this way, the computer creates a model that can accurately map the spoken language to
the text by converting the spoken language into a meaningful audio signal. Once voice detection is
done, the further speaker recognition architecture can be considered to work in three stages:
– Speech Feature Extraction
– Speech to Text Modelling
– Matching method
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3.4 PRE-PROCESSING OF TEXT
Fill steps are used to fill in the blanks in the sentence and do not provide much context or structure
to the text / sentence. Such complimentary words are also present in the English language and do not
greatly affect the context of the sentence. So, the application removes these complementary.
3.5 LEMMATIZING ALGORITHM
Lemmatization is used in natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning. This is also done
using the steaming algorithm. In both stemming and lemmatization, we try to reduce the given word
to its original word. But we have some differences in choosing the lemmatizing algorithm over the
steaming algorithm.
In stemming, some piece of the word is removed at the end of the tail of the word, but they don’t
actually know the definition of the word in the language to which it belongs. This knowledge is
known to the lemmatizing algorithm. The lemmatizing algorithm refers to the dictionary to
understand its meaning before reducing it to the root word (lemma) of the word. Although
lemmatization takes a lot of time, it is far more accurate than the steaming algorithm results. There is
also a computational overhead for lemmatization, however, in machine learning, computational
resources are rarely of concern. Therefore these are the reasons for choosing the lemmatization
algorithm over the steaming algorithm.
3.6 TOZENIZATION OF TEXT USING NLP
Natural Language Processing, popularly known as NLP has brought a revolution in the computation
world by providing a means through which computers can understand the human language. When
the Javascript web Speech To Text API operates in the first stage, an output text is generated from
the input audio signal. This text undergoes tokenization to separate each word individually which
may include various forms of the word as per the grammar rules but the root word remains the same
such as growing and grown contain the same root word grow but used differently in English.
Therefore, Stemming and Lemmatization come into the picture. Both these techniques are
normalization techniques for text or words. python NLTK or Natural Language Toolkit Package.
Stemming and lemming help remove the infected part of the text or document in , leaving only the
stem and root of the word. Porter Stemmer is working on text stored at this feature level in the NLTK
package.
3.7 MATCHING WITH VISUAL SIGN WORD LIBRARY
For each word / character in the processed text retrieved after the second stage of the application,
perform a match using the tags in the video's visual character word library that resides in the
character database. If a match is found, matching videos are retrieved from the signature database
and moved to the desired location.
3.8 MERGING VIDEOS AS PER TEXT AND FINAL DISPLAY
The framework repeats each word in the message / sentence that has been acquired from the past and
seeks out communication video successes based on comparable gestures in a nearby framework.
Assuming the word is found, the framework displays the result as a video grouping.
OpenCV is an open source library used for many other features related to picture handling, video
examination, and PC Vision. It represents an outline of video succession through Outline. In the
event that the word is not found in a nearby framework, the framework will search for the word in a
gesture-based communication vault called "Indian Sign Language Portal".
At this point, when you use the word "what is your name" in the mouthpiece, the message is
completely changed to "what is your name", speeding up the removal of the filled words.
The result that accompanies it shows each video in the grouping as follows Fig. 2(a),2(b) Display the output sign languages for the given phrase "Hello world".
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Fig-2(a) output sign-Hello

Fig-2(b) output sign-World
4 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The model is tested with 150 audio input the final result obtained with the samples where the text
conversion accuracy was better in Online mode where java web speech API was used than in Offline
mode. The matching accuracy is better in Online mode due to the vast video dictionary by Hand
speak available online and the average total delay in operation is almost same as the online mode
searches the entire dictionary and the offline mode has to enter into sub-word searching until a
character is left for the word in case the original word is not found.
5 RESULTS
The user interface is created using HTML,CSS and JavaScript. The web pages are designed with
main heading and buttons on Navigation bar to redirect to different pages such as home page,
login/signup and convertor .These pages are shown as screenshots in below figures fig 5.1, fig 5.2
and fig 5.3 respectively
5.1 Home Page
Below figure shows the front cover of proposed system.

Fig: 5.1
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5.2 Sign Up Page
The user need to register before making use the services ,below figure shows website of sign up
page.

Fig: 5.2
5.3 Input page(Convertor)
Below web page shows the main page which takes input from user and plays the role of convertor.

Fig 5.3
5.4 Output Page
This page shows the test results which is an animated video of respective sentence (input).

Fig 5.4
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6 CONCLUSION
This paper helps deaf and dump people to communicate with normal people with an ease. This
paper helps layman who doesn’t know the sign language. In the first part we used speech
processing methods to process the speech, it takes input as and converts into text. In the second part
is processed and displayed as video in sign language. This removes the communication barriers.
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